
An initial visit to:

Responses to
iniustice and conflict
LAvoidance .} I {:
A person or group says "Conflict? \Mat conflict?" or else is unable to see what to do and feels
powerless.
Example: A worker is in conflict with their boss but there is no easy process to get a resolution, or
feels taking it up will make life too difficult. There may or may not be a grievance or conflict
resolution mechanism in place but even where there is, the aggrieved party feels the cost in terms
of aggravation, worry and an uncertain outcome is not worth it. Avoidance may he a recipe for
disaster because things escalate until the situation explodes or, less frequently, time may solve it -
by the person causing the problem moving, or 'picking on someone else'. Or, indeed, the conflict
may continue to simmer and boil up occasionally. An avoidance solution may be for an aggrieved
worker to move jobs, or an aggrieved neighbour to move house; this is a solution for them at
considerable personal cost - it removes the problem without addressing the issue that caused it.'Time limited' avoidance is also common; someone will put up with a problem for a limited time,
which may be decided rationally or intuitively, after which a confrontation may take place, or they
may simply be waiting for the right time to raise the issue. 'Learning to live with a conflict' can also
be a phase or step towards dealing with it (before overcoming 'analysis paralysis' or fear, for
example) - or a means of avoidance.

2. Direct negotiation or confrontation +.........(3
There are a considerable number of possibilities within this including angry confrontation, a rights
based approach, gently raising the issues, waiting for the right moment..... lt can include
accommodation (one side gives in without too much of a struggle), collaboration (working together)
and a forced settlement. Nonviolent action and nonviolent direct action would be usually associated
with this mode or with advocacy (No. 5 below), particularly when the usual methods' of dealing
with the issue are failing or judged to have failed.
Examples can include personal relations in a family through to disputes between countries. Apart
possibly from avoidance, this is probably the commonest approach to conflict; there is an issue
causing conflict, you take it up directly and maybe you get satisfaction or you don't. lf you don't get
the resolution you want then you can let it go or you can still move into another mode, or address
the issue further through nonviolence (or indeed violence).

3. Arbitration
+€

Arbitration generally takes place in hierarchical situations where someone or some body in power
(inside or outside the organisation in question) has the function to examine differences and has the
possibility of imposing a solution based on a detailed consideration of the issues involved.
Example: A trade union and employer are in dispute and a semi-government agency/Quango
intervenes (e.9. a labour relations agency). Note: The arbitrator's decision may be legally binding
but still not be accepted because it is not seen as fair, resulting in a problem in implementation.
Despite the appropriateness of this mode for some disputes, states tend not to allow arbitration on
international issues because they cannot control the result.



4.MediationlGonciliation + o €
Mediation is a voluntary process where two or more parties are helped to communicate on the
issues by an outside, 'impartial' party, a mediator; any resolution has to be acceptable to both
sides. This can include short term 'crisis' mediation, longer term relationship building, 'shutile
diplomacy' or messages being passed backwards and fonrard etc.; there are many diffeient kinds
of mediation and mediation processes. Examples: Neighbour/neighbour disputes (including
tenanVtenant), workplace disputes, inter-agency disputes, a separatingldivorcing couplg
neighbouring countries disputing a common natural resource. Mediation is becoming much more
common and, in some situations, even obligatory, i.e. an investigation of its potential before
moving, if required, to more formal disciplinary or legal proceedings. Other interested parties may
exert pressure on one or more of those involved in conflict to engage in a mediation process so
that the 'voluntary' nature of participation can be debateable. 'Conciliation' is a less concise term
than mediation but can mean someone not involved in the conflict facilitating discussion and
searching for ways forward.

5. Advocacy/Solidarity + G<-
Advocacy is usually used to describe actions by an 'outsidef or at least partial outsider (otherwise
it becomes 'Direct negotiation or confrontation'); this is where a person or people work to get
justice for a person or group (of whatever size) who they see to be wronged and suffering an
injustice. The activist become an 'advocate' for the cause they have come to believe in; they may
or may not be affected directly by the issue. Example: Someone gets involved in a solidarity
campaign such as a group campaigning for mental health rights at home, or an international
solidarity campaign for a particular country or ethnic group, seeking significant political policy
changes or even a change of regime. The term 'solidarity' can in some case be used as an
alternative to 'advocacy' if there are difficulties with using the latter term.

6. Humanitarian re$ponse + +( €
This may be a separate category or fit as a sub-category into No.5, Advocacy'. In a humanitarian
response, someone becomes involved in a situation but is responding in a general humanitarian,
and possibly indirect, way more than taking a very particular political stand. in relation to viotence
against women it could be to help support a women's refuge or associated organisation; in relation
to conflict and violence on a macro scale in a country or between countries, and resultant
deprivation and possible poverty and starvation, it may be to assist a development and relief
organisation or medical agency, even simply with money. This is therefore not direcly dealing with
the causes of a particular instiance of conflict and violence but it is showing a kind of bolidarity, it is
helping the situation, and it may encourage the struggle for justice and show people that they are
not forgotten (which may be the most important thing anyone can do in a particular situation).

7. Violence + *X"€
Violence is a common response to injustice and conflict. lt can certainly be the response of the
perpetrator of injustice, ot the party suffering the injustice, in the case of the latter this is particularly
so when they feel they have no other choice (whereas nonviolence would say there are alwayi
other choices). Violence can be a knee-jerk reaction or a chosen policy. However, given that it is
the wealthy and the powefful who usually have 'the most guns' (literai or metaplrorical) and that
violence by the power-less is often the cause of brutal repression, a violent response to injustice is
unlikely to be productive - and certainly can destroy the vestiges of any positive relationship. Even
where violence is successful in overthrowing a granny, there is the danger that the dynamics
involved can lead to another tyranny, lesser or greater, being instituted or coming to power.


